Designing and
implementing a
strategy for
continued growth
Getting to the next level of
strategic management in
the traditional steel
construction sector

“

RevelX has helped to define our business strategy
for continued growth, and has engaged the whole
management team in the design and implementation
of this strategy. This was done in a an inspiring and
structured manner that our company had not
experienced before.

-

Bob Soetekouw
CEO GB Steel
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Results
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Want to share your
challenge with us?

The Solution
Based on RevelX’ proven Rapid Growth
Strategy methodology, RevelX has supported
the board of directors with designing and
sharpening their strategy and defined new
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growth engines, measurable targets, and
pragmatic action plans.

We are RevelX, Discovering and exploiting opportunities for growth.
That is our playing field. We excel at disruptive creativity, rigorous
analysis and disciplined execution. We add strategic thinking and
execution power to your team. That is how we realize growth for
organization.

